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Introduction
In order to improve productivity and operational efficiency, nowadays more and more enterprises pour their investments in wireless solutions (IDC, 2003) . Companies begin formulating application strategies for the mobile commerce (Senn, 2000) by using wireless devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and WebPads. When wireless devices are available throughout the physical environment, they finally become effectively invisible to the users (Weiser, 1993) because users are so familiar with them that they just ignore computing devices' existence. This paper introduces a wireless web-based ordering system called iMenu in restaurant industry. While shifting the ordering process from traditional paper-based work to a pervasive computing paradigm, the system greatly increases productivity of restaurant staff.
Web-based technology is chosen to build this system. By web-based technology, a friendly and easy-to-use system with less maintaining work than a client/server system is developed. It has many advantages such as easy to operate, easy to learn and easy to maintain. It saves a restaurant's human resource and improves working efficiency. This system is one of the first approaches that use wireless multi-tiered web-based architecture to build pervasive computing systems in the restaurant industry in time of the development, which is in early 2003. It does not need a powerful wireless client in a pervasive computing environment, while keeping a modest thin client has many benefits such as no dependence on type of client devices, no need to synchronize data, no data loss when the device is stolen, etc. (Satyanarayanan, 2001) . During the implementation phase of the system, many practical challenges such as choosing of web-based architecture, design of input methods in small screens, and response time in wireless web-based systems are encountered and solved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First the background and related work of pervasive information systems are introduced. Second, a scenario of ordering process in restaurant and the interaction between human and a wireless web-based information system are discussed. Challenges of developing iMenu are identified later. Third, details of the requirement analysis, design and implementation of iMenu are presented. Fourth, advantages of iMenu from comparisons with other wireless ordering systems are shown in the evaluation part. Other evaluation metrics such as efficiency of input methods, error rate and response time are discussed. Finally, some aspects that still need to be improved and possible future directions of pervasive information systems in the restaurant industry are discussed.
Related work
Pervasive computing broadens the concept of mobile computing from computing any time, anywhere to computing all time, everywhere. The conduct of business and services over wireless devices has many advantages. For example, the miniature size of mobile terminals and the fact that they have light weight and can be carried everywhere makes them an ideal channel for offering personalized and localized services. Some leading pervasive computing projects from both academia and industry, such as Aura project at Carnegie Mellon University (www-2.cs.cmu.edu/aura), Endeavour project at University of California at Berkeley (endeavour.cs.berkeley.edu), Cooltown project at Hewlett-Packard (www.cooltown.com) and WebSphere Everyplace at IBM (www-3.ibm.com/software/pervasive), have been carried out. These projects focus on designing, implementing and evaluating a large-scale computing system that can be reached from a smart and pervasive computing environment. The research issues span from scalability, heterogeneity, integration, invisibility, data management, energy management, fault tolerance, performance, security and privacy.
Recently some industry application-related projects have been reported in research papers. Some projects aim at providing people wider access to the information. For example, the prototype of Smart Classroom at Tsinghua University (Shi et al., 2003) integrates voicerecognition, computer-vision and other technologies to provide a tele-education experience similar to a real classroom experience. Another example is the project MyGrocer (Kourouthanassis and Roussos, 2003) , which is a pervasive retail system. It uses a shopping cart with a tablet PC, wireless network and radio frequency identification (RFID) devices. It can be used in supermarkets and offers customers some new shopping experiences. Some companies developed wireless solutions for inventory management, point-of-sale (POS), traffic management and so on. For example, restaurant manager at Action Systems Inc (www.actionsystems.com) is a PDA-based system that integrates with the inventory and kitchen management system; Ameranth 21st century restaurant (www.ameranth.com) is also a PDA-based system using a third-party POS processing server in the back office; Micros restaurant enterprise series 3000 (www.micros.com) is a wireless system integrating with this company's hospitality management systems; wireless waitress (www.thewirelesswaitress.com) is a wireless restaurant system using a bigger screen than a pocket PC. These commercial systems make efforts on extending the wired information systems to the wireless systems. However, their approaches are all based on wireless client/server architecture, which rely largely on computing capability of wireless devices. While enterprises must incrementally invest on hardware and software, these systems face serious problems of scalability and compatibility, because all the client devices must be updated. In many cases, the client devices have to be totally replaced. Moreover, other issues in the previous systems such as integration with the existed systems, inputting in the small devices, and efficiency of the wireless systems have rarely been published yet.
Business scenario

Analysis of business scenario
The business process of ordering in a restaurant needs participation of customers, waiters, cashiers, chefs, stock staff and restaurant managers. This business process requires tens or even hundreds of people to work together, to serve customers in a large size restaurant. Figure 1 shows a scenario of ordering in a restaurant.
The first step is that customers browse printed menu, choose their favorite foods, maybe pay a little attention to prices, and then tell waiters what they want. At the same time, waiters are busy writing what customers order on an order pad. Waiters transfer the paper of ordering to kitchen or cashier (later cashier will pass it to kitchen) after finishing ordering. When chefs in kitchen receive orders, they check if there are enough materials for cooking from stock staff. If items are run out, they inform waiters. Afterwards, waiters may apologize for sold out items and customers may make new orders. If the food is ready, chefs transmit it to waiters for serving, or, in large size restaurant, there are special workers who do this transmitting job from kitchen to waiters. At the meantime, waiters check the ready foods on the copy of order list. After finishing their dinner, customers make payments with waiters' help after finishing their dinner. Restaurant managers then read business reports, arrange human resources and handle accidental situations.
Here only the simplified business process of ordering in a restaurant is described. In a real situation, some orders may be transferred not only to kitchens but also to bars or other places, which provide beverage or other services. The information is recorded on paper in the traditional process. Mistakes may be easily generated, say nothing of disaster when one piece of these papers is lost during the transmission. If customers are not satisfied with services, they may ask for changing or returning foods. Therefore, waiters, chefs, cashiers have to change all the things according to the changed order. In another word, the business flow has to go from the beginning to the end. To accomplish all these tasks is burdensome for both the customers' side and the restaurant staff side without an efficient ordering system (Figure 1 ).
Challenges
By analyzing the business scenario of ordering in a restaurant, we identify the following business challenges and corresponding technical challenges of developing a wireless ordering system as in Table I .
The initial thinking to develop this wireless web-based order system is to minimize the work load of restaurant staff and to eliminate working error as much as possible. With a wireless ordering system, the business process is different with the traditional process. To customers, they browse menu, make orders, enjoy their foods and pay as before. The only thing changed customers can feel should be the shortened response time and reduced error. To waiters, they hold a wireless device (PDA or WebPad), which is easy to carry, and a pen to tap the small glimmer screen. Handwriting recognition technology and soft keyboard are adopted for waiters to input words. By using this system, waiters must record customers' order faster than traditional tools such as pen and paper. Therefore, a friendly human interface with low error-prone input methods in the small screen is essential.
When an ordering is finished, the waiter strokes a submit button; all information must be transparently transferred to kitchen, stock room and cashier. If some items are run out, a small alert message box must be shown on screen of wireless device in seconds to let waiters and customers know. To change an order must also be a simple job. Waiters must be able to recall the order, modify and submit it again. Chefs, stock staff and cashiers can know changes clearly from screens or printers in their rooms. As an alternative of output device in kitchen, roll paper printers may be used for chefs to get information because it is easy to take notes or comments on papers when needed. Another reason of this alteration is that computer monitors may not work well for a long period in a relative high temperature and oily atmosphere environment. The system must minimize the transporting effort of staff, because walking from place to place is one of the causes of degradation of efficiency in restaurants. iMenu must offer clear benefits for restaurant's customers, restaurant managers and servers by minimizing work load of restaurant staff and eliminating working error as much as possible.
When cost is considered, iMenu must face the following business challenges such as being able to integrate to existing systems, low maintenance cost, low investment on hardware and fast development. Since most of restaurants have POS system today, it should be able to access previous system's database. A data access layer that links to existing systems must be designed. In order to reduce the maintenance and hardware cost, first, the data of menu must be stored with a server-centric strategy because the menu requires frequently modification, especially in different seasons because there are different relevant menus, plus some promotion menus. If the menu data is stored locally in the client-side, every client must be updated frequently, thus easily causing much more maintenance work and inconsistency. Second, the system must be compatible to different wireless devices. The owners of restaurant would usually gradually invest on buying wireless devices when the business expands. However, there is no guarantee that different wireless devices are compatible with the ordering system. If the program of the ordering system is clientdependable, it must be re-written for different client operating systems. For example, Palm and Windows CE support different client software, accordingly need different ordering system client software. We must rely on web-based technology to address these challenges because it is a thin client approach, which can access web pages no matter what supporting system it is using.
System analysis, design and implementation
Existing system
iMenu is developed on the base of an existing POS system that is a member of a hotel management system family called Foxhis TM . Foxhis TM version 5 has distributed client/server architecture that the server runs SCO-UNIX, sybase database on UNIX and client runs Microsoft Windows. The system includes front office system, property management system, quality management system, human resource management system, enterprise information portal system (EIP), customer relationship management system (CRM) and supply chain management system (SCM) as it is shown in Table II. iMenu is deployed in an intranet environment of a hotel or a restaurant. It automates the restaurant business processes, such as arranging and printing menus for foods, reserving tables, managing electronic payment transactions, managing customer relationship and generating business reports, etc. However, in Foxhis TM , computers are primarily still viewed as machines that run programs in a virtual environment that people enter to perform a task and leave when people finish (Saha and Mukherjee, 2003 ). The iMenu system is developed to integrate information technology into people's daily lives, to make machines indistinguishable to customers (Weiser, 1991) , while to provide more convenience than the traditional way.
Requirement analysis
Every category of restaurant staff has their own requirements. Restaurant managers are eager for maximum business profits, minimum human resources and easy management of both restaurant assets and staff. They want to compress cost as much as they can. Therefore reducing staff's working error by iMenu becomes the key issue to get better inventory management and less waste. All items in inventory are stored in a database, which keeps management in an orderly way. Managers are able to fetch any staff's information and track their working time by iMenu's logging system. Moreover, as an example of "calm technology" (Weiser, 1991) , managers can send instructions to staff without facing them, taking benefits of wireless systems. Therefore, iMenu must have a built-in web-based instant message system to let managers communicate with their staff, which is a trivial work they must do before.
Chefs need fast and accurate orders. Printers in kitchen give them many benefits. They just tick the items on papers when they are finished.
Waiters need an easy-to-use ordering system that helps them minimize working error and reduce their response time. First, at any time they will know which tables are empty and which ones are being occupied. The ordering system needs to provide a real-time table map to show the table status. Second, waiters need to find items quickly and select them into temporary order list (like shopping trolley). Instead of writing a complete name of items, they choose item from screen with a touch pen. Third, waiters want to make sure that items have been served or not. Therefore when one item is put on table, it will be checked simultaneously. Finally, it is compatible to conventional order process, and the new system is easy to learn. If the training time is too long, neither managers nor waiters will think iMenu is a successful application.
Customers need better services. By using iMenu, customers get quicker response than before. It is the best that all the processes such as ordering, changing items, adding beverages and paying for foods can be done just at tableside. With card readers connected to wireless devices, waiters can help customers finish payment transactions, which means customers can make payment anywhere in the restaurant.
Design
Architecture
To satisfy all above requirements is a challenge. However, as a pervasive computing application in restaurants, iMenu does improve greatly the experiences of both restaurant staff and customers. The design issue that is firstly concerned is to integrate it seamlessly into the existing systems. Since most of medium to large size restaurants use POS system nowadays, iMenu will be able to access previous database. Therefore, the multi-tiered webbased architecture becomes the choice. Without touching any source code of previous systems, iMenu is integrated into the POS system by a data access layer resides in the web server with an easy manner. System architecture of iMenu is shown in Figure 2 . The hardware needed for this system is a web server, wireless network and some wireless devices such as palm-top PDAs and WebPads. The web server is a link between wireless devices and existed database, which allows people to manipulate the database wirelessly. Moreover, with web services technology, it is also a bridge to exchange data with other enterprises' databases located in difference places. This part is optional to the iMenu system, however, if the restaurant belongs to a group enterprise holds many other restaurants located in different cities, it is very beneficial to exchange information such as customer's profile data. More details about the integration by web services can be found in Xiang et al. (2003) . Figure 3 shows different layers in the system design. We experienced many benefits when we use this architecture. To system developers, it is simple to obtain good user interface by web page designing. It has good scalability because it is composed of several clear layers such as data access layer, business logic layer, business presentation layer and user interface layer. Each layer only exchanges information with its neighboring layer. Changes of program will be restricted only in the particular layer. So the program maintainability will be improved. Another benefit is that programmers can debug the source code on PCs, and then check the compatibility of visualization between the PC's and wireless device's browsers. It is much easier than to debug the client program on wireless device simulators or on real wireless devices. Table III shows the 12 main database tables of iMenu on ordering process. There are about 70 database tables used in this system. During the implementation, we find it is important to lighten the load of web server to fasten the response time of the wireless devices. Therefore, much business processing work is moved from the web server to the database server. Stored procedures and triggers are used to fulfill many tasks, which can help to lighten the load of web server. For example, when we update the menu information, we have to do two steps to update table pos_pluid and pos_plu. These two steps can be done either in web server side or database server side. Our approach is to move this kind of work to database server side. In the evaluation section, we can see the effectiveness of this optimization.
Database
Workflow
The workflow of waiters is the most important process in the system. Figure 4 shows the work flow of waiters. Different interfaces are designed to fulfill the tasks in the workflow, which will be introduced in the next section. Generally, the first step, the waiter opens a table for ordering; the second step, records and updates the list that guests order; the third step, submits the order to kitchen; the fourth step, makes any modification when needed; the fifth step, checks served dished; and the final step, makes payment. The status of table is not changed by waiters. Instead, it is changed automatically when the payment is made. Figure 5 shows the interface of iMenu on PDAs. Compaq iPAQ pocket PC is used as the wireless client. In fact, any wireless device with an Internet browser can be used as a client for this system because it is a web-based application. This is a clear advantage of a webbased system because it does not require high computing capability of the client-side. Figure 5(a) is the interface for waiters to find and input items. When waiters perform the search task, the search result list shows in the screen; in other time the order list shows in the screen. Figure 5(b) is a map of table status. Different colors are used to distinguish status as it is shown in Table IV . Blue means the table is not occupied by anyone; yellow means the table is booked by somebody; and red means currently there are customers occupying the table. When blue button is stroked, an empty temporary list is open for ordering (from point of view of business, a new bill generated). While the red is stroked, waiters can recall current information of ordering of that table. Detail reservation information can be found if the yellow is stroked. Gray scaled interface can be used if the client device is monochromic. Several input methods for inputting menu items are designed, such as Help Code, Menu Category, Menu Code, etc., which will be discussed in the evaluation section.
Interface
iMenu's interface is not only developed on PDAs but also on WebPads. The high quality display of WebPads expands the use of iMenu from restaurant staff to customers. 10.4" TFT, touch-screen with 800 × 600 resolution (SVGA) gives users new ordering experience just like their own PC. If users know how to surf on the Internet by computers, they are already able to use iMenu. An advantage by WebPads is the multimedia features are embed into this system, since WebPad's computing capability is relatively high than small PDAs. When customers choose an item, the recipe, story, pictures and even movies about this item is shown. Customers may enjoy ordering meals by themselves. The disadvantage of WebPad is that it has heavy weight to some extent. Although today wireless devices become lighter and lighter, 1.7 kg is still too heavy for waiters to carry for more than 2 h. Therefore, it is mainly used on table for customers' self-service. Figure 6 shows the WebPad device and the interface on WebPads. Since the screen is large enough, the item introduction and work zone for inputting can be displayed in one screen.
Some web pages are designed to refresh themselves dynamically. For example, when the web-based instant message system is called, the message page can be refreshed for every 5 s. By doing this the messages can be displayed at near real-time on their target devices. The status of table page ( Figure 5(b) ) is also self-refreshable. When status of tables is changed, it will be dynamically updated and displayed in the screens of any wireless devices.
Implementation and deployment
There are some platforms that provide capabilities for developing pervasive computing systems and offer other features such as security and work load balancing. After comparison, unified modeling language (UML) (OMG, 2003) is chosen as the designing tool and .NET platform as the programming environment. C# is adopted as the programming language for the core executable layer and ASP.NET for the presentation layer.
In order to obtain a standard software development process, UML is applied to design the system's blueprints, including conceptual designs such as business processes and system functions as well as concrete designs such as programming language statements, database schemas and reusable software components. Use case, sequence, collaboration and activity diagrams are used to design the system. Although UML is a power modeling language, we experienced some difficulties in using UML to develop this pervasive computing application. At the time of developing, UML did not support some features that would be useful in modeling components. For example, UML has no notion of exceptions in the core of the UML, and the UML has limited support for modeling concurrency aspects of software. Another example is that no features exist to model threads in UML and tie them to classes or components.
Evaluation
General evaluation
Up to the submission date of this paper iMenu has been deployed in more than 20 four to five-star restaurant enterprises. Both PDA-based and WebPad-based solutions are adapted. Then an evaluation study focusing on the staff performance of ordering, inputting in the small devices, error rate and system response time is conducted. The first quarter after deployment all of these enterprises make more than 10 per cent more profit than the same period in the previous year. By using this system the time staff spent on service per order reduced significantly. According to the observation of 304 waiters in five restaurants that have deployed the iMenu system, the average ordering time per order is shortened from 12 to 10 min.
The system is compared with other two current wireless ordering systems as it is shown in Table V . System 1 and system 2 are wireless systems of current world leading companies in industry. System 1 is based on Pocket PC, with 801.11b wireless networks and integrating with the company's restaurant information system. System 2 uses Infrared as communication channel, with local database and client application installed in wireless devices. Each system's latest version is chosen for this comparison. Compared with these current commercial ordering systems, iMenu has many advantages. The most strength of iMenu is its client operating system independence, which gives enterprises much freedom to deploy and expand the system. It also offers better multimedia and integration features than others. For example, iMenu can play multimedia cuisine introduction; it is integrated with reservation systems; it provides mobile capability of payment; and any client devices can access it, even a normal PC.
Inputting systems
When using small wireless device to control all information, inputting has moved beyond the explicit nature of textual inputting (from keyboards) and selection (from pointing devices) to a greater variety of data types (Abowd et al., 2002) . Inputting in small screen is not an easy work because inputting and retrieving information can be time-consuming. Therefore, minimizing interaction between people and devices becomes this design emphasis of iMenu. Nowadays many PDAs integrate handwriting recognition, which is very helpful when input characters. However, to input a word is not enough at all, the aim in iMenu is in fact how to record quickly what customers order. Three inputting systems have been developed. They are Help Code System, Menu Category System and Menu Code System. First, with the Help Code System, waiters follow the inputfind-select model. They can find "Live Lobster" by only input two letters "l" and "l", and then make a selection. The advantage of Help Code System is that it is irrespective to what language people use, for example, no matter it is Germany or Greek. It can be just the initial letter of each word's pronunciation in their native language, which is a convenient way to input and remember.
The Menu Category System is a straightforward system that allows people to make selections until the item is found. The items are classified as the natural classification, such as vegetables, meals, sea foods and desserts. It is easy to use. However, according to the study, it needs more time to locate an item than other two systems.
The Menu Code System is the fastest way to input. If waiters are familiar with restaurants existing menu code system, they can use Arabic numeral code. For example, by inputting "110201", the dish "Live Lobster" can be input. Besides these three input system, waiters can also use the search system. They can just input full item name and search. A comparison between these inputting systems a listed in Table VI. A study is conducted to compare these three input systems. The result in Table VII is obtained by the observation of 304 staff in five restaurants that have deployed the iMenu system. According to the result the fastest input method in the wireless devices is the Menu Code System, because of its least strokes per dish. It is also the system of the largest proportion of waiters who prefer to use, which are 134 people out of 304 (44.079 per cent). The "operating errors per order" means the errors that waiters make during the ordering, which can be corrected right after the mistakes happen. The main reason that causes the operating errors is the strokes on wrong buttons. From the table we find that Menu Code System is fast, though with higher error rates compared to others. The purpose of designing and comparing these inputting systems are first, investigating which method is the easiest method to operate; second, finding which method is easy to learn, especially for WebPad applications because the users usually would have experience on web-based interfaces; and third, analyzing and reducing the errors caused by inputting, which is important to the issue of human factors in pervasive computing applications.
Error
By using iMenu, not only time is saved, but also working efficiency is improved. All the ordering information is transferred wirelessly, with the least effort staff can work precisely. Moreover, staff can communicate with short messages on wireless devices. On the side of consumers, it also greatly improves the ordering experience. With iMenu, people can get better and faster services, which is the most desirable in restaurants. Some people may try to order dinner easily by themselves on WebPads.
The error rate per order is within an acceptable scale, and is much lower than the traditional paper-based ordering process. The error here means the error that causes a new ordering process, but excluding the inputting errors in the previous section, which can be corrected before the order is finalized. According to the study on 8,456 orders in five restaurants that have deployed the iMenu system, the error rate is 1.242 per cent. While the study on 8,441 orders in these five restaurants before using iMenu system shows the traditional systems cause 3.458 per cent error rate. The error rate of the new system thus can be reduced to 35.9 per cent of the traditional one.
Data volume and response time
Performance is an important issue that should be concerned. The stronger the client device is the faster the client applications can perform. The response time of iMenu is tested to find the performance of this wireless web-based application. The client device model in the test is Compaq iPAQ H5450 (400 MHz CPU/64 M RAM/48 M ROM, build-in wireless network card). Wireless network is IEEE 802.11b with a nominal data transfer rate of 11 Mbps. Wired network is 100M LAN. The web server is a P4-2.2G/512 M RAM PC running Windows 2000 Server with .NET 1.1 framework. Figure 7 shows the data volume that the web serverprocesses and the average user bandwidth from the client-side with different users by a test program, iMenu Test. It runs on PDAs and generates HTTP requests, receives responses and measures the data volume. In the real restaurant environments (averagely a restaurant can serve 500 people), the simultaneous user number is about 25. So we test the system by setting the user number up to 50. We repeat each test 50 times to eliminate system errors and obtain the average values. From Figure 7 we can see that when simultaneous users increase, data volume also increases. If the user number is 25, the data volume is 2,887 kB, which can be easily handled by this web server. Average user bandwidth is also within a modest level to wireless clients. Therefore, our conclusion is that the data volume and average user bandwidth are within the normal scale when the simultaneous user number is less than 50.
The response time of the web pages are measured by the test program. When this system is in the lab development, the download time is less than 1.5 s per page. In the lab environment, the users simultaneously access the system are less than five. However, in the real working environment, the number of users can be reach at more than 20. With the increase of simultaneous users, the response time of the system increases greatly according to the test. When the number of users is 50, the average download time per page is unacceptable (about 4.4 s) as it is shown in Figure 8 .
Many approaches have been done to improve the performance of response time. First, the web page scripts are simplified as much as possible. For example, many .NET-based components (such as Data Grid) with large-size scripts are modified or replaced by the simplified scripts. Second, the programs running on the PDAs are restricted. No essential programs are allowed to execute. Third, many transactions on the web application server are moved to the database server by transform the C# programs to the database stored procedures as it is mentioned in Design-Database section. After optimization, the response time of every request is no more than 0.7 s when the number of users is 50, as it is shown in Figure 8 . The optimization not only alleviates load of both server and clients, but also provides better compatibility of client browsers.
Third, web-based system requires good network connection. This requirement can be easily satisfied as we discussed above. If the cache approach is used, synchronization of data may be used. This will increase the complexity of the system, if the synchronization is not well performed.
Fourth, web-based system only needs server-side software update and maintenance. Although client/server system can update client software by using new technologies such as over-the-air deployment (Golding, 2004) , restaurant owners will still prefer a zero maintenance on client-side since the installation management software and human cost on client-side maintenance could be expensive. Moreover, if the system stores an inventory database and client application in wireless devices (like system 2 in Table V) , it is very difficult to upgrade because that every client-side software and database must be updated and kept consistant.
Fifth, because heterogeneous devices realistically exist in most restaurants that deploy iMenu, web-based solution offers much better compatibility than client/server solution. On deployment of the system, restaurant owners would like to purchase the hardware as cheap as possible. Since the prices of hardware continuously decrease by time, restaurant owners would not likely to buy the same devices at one time. Instead, an incremental purchase of hardware is preferred. By using iMenu, most types of hardware running different operating systems can be used. However, for a client/server system, this is not possible, unless the client-side program can be rewritten for every client system. Additionally, web-based system only needs programming for server-side, while programming for both client and server-side is required for a client/server system, from which we can also see web-based solution is a better choice for building this wireless ordering system.
Generally speaking, if computing tasks can be clearly defined to server-side and the condition of server's capability, network connection and number of users can be satisfied, web-based solution for developing this wireless ordering system is a better selection than client/server solution because it provides many advantages as follows.
 The system is simple to manage, and therefore more reliable, because it does not need different configurations and installations on different client wireless devices;  It is more secure, in that all the access should pass the central authentication; while the information stored on different wireless devices is at risk, in that back-up and archiving procedures are less stringent than on servers or mainframes;  It supports universal access to applications and a common user interface, decreasing training costs and minimizing confusion of use;  It costs less to upgrade and change, in that no applications have to be installed on the client device; and  It accelerates application development, because business rules can be focused only on server-side.
Future development
Two major directions of iMenu development are integration of the RFID (Want, 2006) systems and improvement of input methods. The RFID system can be used to detect the distribution of dishes in restaurant, which will help to sense the service events and capturerelated data without human interaction with the system. It does not require a clear line of sight between the reader and tags, which can be obscured by grease and objects that usually exist in restaurant environments. Therefore, it can be adopted to help automate and standardize the identification process. Currently the pricing problem of RFID becomes less serious (for example, the tags are tens of cents and readers are tens of dollars (RFID, 2006) , which is affordable to most of restaurants); moreover, since dishes with RFID tag of restaurant are reusable, it has less cost problem than retail systems.
The other direction of the development is alternative input methods. Speech recognition technology currently has not been a satisfiable input method because of the high error rate in a restaurant environment. With the development of the smart thin clients, more convenient and precise input methods must be developed.
Open challenges
The research of iMenu successfully brings people a new experience of restaurant ordering. Pervasive computing implicates that devices are aware of their surroundings and peers, and to be capable of effectively providing services to, and using services from, peers (Cheng and Marsic, 2002) . When there are a huge number of devices (for example, dishes with RFID tags), only the configuration work of IP address, subnet masks and gateways will become a very cumbersome job. Automated techniques are needed to dynamically reconfigure the network when required (Saha and Mukherjee, 2003) .
Security is one of the major challenges related to this work. In addition to contending with the usual Internet security threats in online applications, wireless devices introduce new risks to their mobility and communication channels. This system relies on built-in wireless hardware security features and secure HTTP (HTTPS) implemented over secure sockets layer. Some conceptual models of pervasive computing environment are introduced such as in Kagal et al. (2001) and McLean (2003) . However, practical security problems such as insider attacks, man-in-middle attacks, viruses attacks, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks (Xiang and Zhou, 2006) still exist. With the tools, even those inexperienced people can launch a DoS attack on the wireless network, such as RF jamming, data flooding and hijacking.
Security and privacy are intimately linked together. From the view of technology, privacy can be protected by secure communication channels and data storage. Beside the technical issues, there are also social issues on security and privacy. By the iMenu system, more customer information can be more easily collected than before. For example, the information may be customers' consuming records, preference of food, or even preference of the table in restaurant. The restaurant enterprise can not only keep the history of all customers' past history of consuming, but also record guests' location (table) preference in restaurant effortlessly. How to use the personal data gathered by pervasive computing systems still needs cultural or legislation solutions.
Conclusion
In this paper, iMenu, a web-based wireless ordering system is presented. It offers many benefits such as providing customers fast and accurate services, reducing restaurant staff working errors, providing enterprise owners more profits and so on. Practical issues such as inputting in small screens and response time in wireless web-based systems are discussed.
With current advances of hardware and software, using information technology will progressively feel more like using the everyday objects than using personal computers (Fano and Gershman, 2002) . Pervasive computing has proven a fertile area of work for researchers, and some problems such as dynamic reconfigurable adaptation of wireless devices, security and privacy issues, scalability, integration to existed enterprise information systems and so on remain open for research. 
